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PREFACE. 

IN attempting to write the History of Rome, I am 
not afraid of incurring the censure pronounced by 
Johnson upon Blackwell', that he had chosen a sub
ject long since exhausted; of which all men knew 
already as much as anyone could tell them. Much 
more do I dread the reproach of having ventured, 
with most insuffici~nt means, u~n a work of the 
greatest difficulty; and thus by possibility deterring 
others from accomplishing a task which has never 
yet been fulfilled, and which they might fulfil more 
worthily. The great advances made within the last 
thirty years in historical knowledge have this most 
hopeful symptom, that they have taught us to ap
preci!;'te the amount of our actual ignorance. As 

I In his rovi ... of Blackwell'. Momoira of !be CoUJ'& of Augustnl.
Work .. Vol. II. 8vo. 1806. 



PREFACE. 

we have better understood what history ought to 
be, we are become &Bhamed of that I!C&nty inform
ation which might once have pBBSed for learning; 
and our discovery of the questions which need to be 
solved h&B so outrun our powers of solving them, 
that we stand humiliated rather than encouraged, 
and almost inclined to envy the condition of our 
fathers, whose maps, so to speak, appeared to them 
complete and satisfactory, because they never sus
pected the existence of a world beyond their range. 

Still although the time wiIl, I trust, arrive, when 
points now altogether obscure will receive their full 
illustration, and when this work must be superseded 
by a more perfect history, yet it may be possible in 
the mean while to render some service, if I shall be 

able to do any justice to my subject up to the extent 
of our present knowiedge. And we, who are now 
in the vigour of life, possess at least one advantage 
which our children may not share equally. We 
have lived in a period rich in historical lessons be

yond all former example; we have witnessed one of 
the great 8e8BOns of movement in the life of man
kind, in which the arts of peace and war, political 
parties and principles, philosophy and religion, in all 
their manifold forms and influences, have been de
veloped with extraordinary force and freedom. Our 
own experience hBB thns thrown a bright light upon 
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the remoter past: much which our fathers could not 

fully understand, from being accustomed only to 

-quieter times, and which again, from the same cause, 
may become obscure to our children, is to us per
fectly familiar. This is an advanta"ae common to all 
the present generation in every part of Europe; but 
it is not claiming too much to say, that the growth 
of the Roman commonwealth, the true character of 

its parties, the causes and tendency of its revolutions, 
and the spirit of its people and its laws, ought to be 
understood by none so well 88 by those who have 
grown up under the laws, who have been engaged in 
the parties, who are themselves citizens of our kingly 

commonwealth of England. 
Long before Niebuhr's death I had formed the de

sign of writing the History of Rome; not, it may well 
be believed, with the foolish notion of rivalling so 

great a man, but because it appeared to me that his 

work was not likely to become generally popular in 
Eugland, and that its discoveries and re!ll&l'kable 
wisdom might best be made known to Euglish 
readers, by putting them into a form more adapted 

to our common taste. It should be remembered, 

that ouly the t·wo first volumes of Niebuhr's History 
were published in his lifetime; and although careful 
I't'8ders might have anticipated his powers of nar

ration even from these, yet they were actually, by 
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the necessity of the case, more full of dissertations 
than of narrative; and for that reason it seemed de
sirable to remould them for the English public, by
assuming as proved many of those results which 
Niebuhr himself had been obliged to demonstrate 
step by step. But when Niebuhr died, and there 
was now no hope of seeing his great work completed 
in a manner worthy of its beginning, I was more 
desirous than ever of executing my original pian, of 

presenting in a more popular fonn what he had 
lived to finish, and of continuing it afterwards with 
such advantages as I bad derived from a long study 
and an intense admiration of his example and 
modeL 

It is my hope then, if God spares my life and 
health, to carry on this history to the revival of the 
western empire, in the year 800 of the Christian era, 

by the coronation of Charlemagne at Rome. This 

point appears to me its natural tennination. We 
shall then have passed through the chaos which 
followed the destmction of the old western empire, 
and shall have seen its several elements, com
bined with others which in that great convulsion 
bad been mixed with them, organized again into 
their new form. That new fonn exhibited a marked 
and recognised division between the so-called secular 
and spiritual powers, and thereby has maintained in 
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Christian EUl'ope the unhappy distiImtion which 
necessarily prevailed in the heathen .empire between 

--the church and the state; a. distinction now so 
deeply seated in our laws, our language, and our 
very notions, that nothing less than 0. miraculous 
interposition of God's providence seems co.pable, 
within any definite time, of eradicating it. The 
Greek empire, in its latter yeo.rs, retained so little 
of the Roman character, and had so little influence 
upon what was truly the Roman world, that it seems 
needless, for the sake of a mere name, to protract 
the story for six hundred and fifty years farther, 
~erely to bring it down to the conquest of Constan
tinople by the Turks. 

This first volume embraees the infancy of the 
Roman people, from their origin down to the co.pture 
of Rome by the Gauls, in the middle of the fourth 
century before the Christian Ill1'&. For the whole 
of this period I have therefore enjoyed Niebuhr's 
guidance; I have everywhere availed myself of his 
msterials as well as of his conclusions. No acknow
ledgment can be too ample for the benefits which I 
have derived from him: yet I have not followed him 

blindly, nor compiled my work from his. It seemed 
to be a worthier tribute to his greatness, to endeavour 
to follow his example; to imitate, so far as I could, 
his IDamler of inquiry; to observe and pursue his 
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hints; to try to practise hill master art of doubting 

rightly and believing rightly; and, as no man ill in

fullible. to venture so,!Detimes even to differ from his 

conclusions, if a compliance with hill own principles 

of judgment seemed to require it. But I can truly 

88Y, \ that I never differ from him without a full 

conseioUBDe&8 of the probability that further inquiry 

might prove him to be right. 

The form and style in which I have given the le

gends and stories of the first three centuries of Rome, 

may require some explanation. I wilIhed to give 

these legends at once with the best effect, and at the 

88me time with a perpetual mark, not to be mistaken 

by the most earele&8 reader, that they were legends 

and not history. There seemed a reason, therefore. 

for adopting a more antiquated style. which other

wise of course would be justly liable to the charge of 

affectation. 

It might seem ludicrous to speak of impartiality 

in writing the history of remote times, did not thOlle 

times really bear a nearer resemblance to· our own 

than many imagine; or did not Mitford's example 

sufficiently proye that the spirit of modem party 

may affect our view of ancient hietory. But many 

per80us do not clearly see what should be the true 

impartiality of an historian. If there be no troths in 
moral and political science. little good can be derived 
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from the study of either: if there be trUthS, it niust 
be desirable that they s40uld be discovered and em
braced. Scepticism must ever,be a misfortune or a 
defect: a misfortune, if there be no mea.!lB of ani ring 
at truth; a defect, if while there exist such meaD)! we 
are unable or unwilling to use them. Believing that 
political science has its truths no less than moral, I 
cannot regard them with indift"erence, I cannot but 
wish them to be seen and embraced by others. 

On the other hand, it must not be forgotten that 
these truths have been much disputed; that they 
have not, like moral truthS, received that universal 
assent of good men whiph makes UB shrink from 
submitting them to question. And again, in human 
a.ft8.irs, the contest has never been between pure 
truth and pure error. Neither then may we assume 
political conclusions as absolutely certain; nor are 
political truths ever wholly identical with the pro
fessions or practice of any party or individual. If 
for the sake of recommending any principle, we dis
guise the errors OJ' the crimes with which it has been 
in practice accompanied, and which in the weakness 
of human nature may perhaps be natoral1y connected 
with our reception of it, then we are guilty of most 
blameable partiality. And 80 it is no less, if for the 
sake of decrying. an eJTOneous principle, we dep~ 
ciate the wisdom. and th.e good and noble feelings 
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with which error also is frequently, and in lOme in

stances naturally, joined. .This were to make our 
sense of political truth to overpower our sense of 
moral truth; a double error, inasmuch as it is at 
once the less certain, and to those who enjoy a 
Christian's hope, by far the less worthy. 

While then I cannot think that political science 
contains no truths, or that it is a matter of indiffer
ence whether they are believed or no, I have endea
voured a180 to remember, that be they ever 80 certain, 
there are other truths no less sure; and that one 
truth must never be sacrificed to another. I have 
tried to be strictly impartial in my judgments of men 
and parties, without being indifferent to those prin
ciples which were involved more or less purely in 
their defeat or triumph. I have desired neither to 

be 80 po88C88Cd with the mixed character of all things 
human, as to doubt the existence of abstract truth; 
nor 80 to dote on any abstract truth. as to think 
that its presence in the human mind is incompatible 
with any evil, its absence incompatible with any 
good. 

In this first volume of my History, I have followed 
the common chronology without scruple; not as true, 
bnt as the most convenient. Where the facts them
selves are 80 uncertain, it mllit be .a vain labour to 

try· to fix their dates minutely. But when we arrive 
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at a period of greater certainty as to the facts, then 
it will be proper to examine, as far as possible, into 

the chronology. 
Those readers who are acquainted with Niebuhr, 

or with the history written by MY. Maldon, for the 
Society for the Diffilsion of Useful Knowledge, may 
be surprised to find so little said ill this volume upon 
the antiquities of the different nations of Italy. The 
omission, however, was made deliberately; partly 
because the subject does not appear to me to belong 
essentially to the early history of Rome, and still 
more, because the researches now carried on with 80 

much spirit in Italy, hold out the hope that we may 
obtain, ere long, some more satisfactory knowlege 
than is at present attainable. Pelasgian inscriptions, 
written in a character clearly distinguishable from' 
the Etruscan, have been discovered very recently, as 

I am informed, at Agylla or Cere. And the study 
and comparison of the several Indo-Germanic lan
guages is making such progress, that, if any fortunate 

discovery comes in to aid it, we may hope to see the 
mystery of the Etruscan inscriptions at length un

ravelled. I was not sorry, therefore, to defer any 
detailed inquiry into the antiquities of the Italian 
nations, in the expectation that I might be able 
hereafter to enter upon the subject to greater 
advantage. 
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Amongst the manifold accomplishments of Nie
buhr's mind, not the least extraordinary was bis 
philological knowledge. His acquaintance with the 
manuscripts of the Greek and Roman writera was 
extensive and profound; his acutenees in detecting 

a corrupt reading, and his sagacity in correcting it. 
were worthy of the critical ability of Bentley. On 
no point have I been more humbled with a sense of 
my own inferiority, 88 feeling that my own profe&
sional pursuits ought. in this respect, to have placed 
me more nearly on a level with him. But it is far 
otherWise. I have had but little acquaintance with 
manuscripts, nor have I the means of consulting 
them extensively; and the common editions of the 
Latin writers in particular, do not intimate how much 
of their present text is grounded upon conjecture. 
I have seen references made to Festus, which on 
examination have been found to rest on no other 
authority than Scaliger's conjectural piecing of the 
fragments of the original text. But besides this, we 
often need a knowledge of the general character of 
a manuscript or manuscripts, in order to judge 
whether any remarkable variations in names or 
dates are really to be ascribed to the author's having 
followed a different version of the story, or whether 
ther are mere blunders of the copyist. For instance, 
the names of the consuls, 88 given at the beginning 
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of each year in the present text of Diodorus, are 
in many instances so corrupt, that one is tempted 
tQ doubt how far some apparent differences in his 
Fasti from those followed by Livy, are really his 
own, or his copyist's. And the text of Clllsar's Com
mentaries is also so corrupt, and has in the later 
editions been sometimes so unhappily corrected, that 
I dread the period when I shall have to follow it as 
the main authority of my narrative, and can no longer 
look to Niebuhr's sagacity (or guidance. 

There are some works which I have not been able 
to coJ18Ult; and there are points connected with the 
topography of Rome and its neighbourhood, on 
which no existing ~ork gives a satisfactory expla
nation. On these points I have been accnstomed to 
consult my valued friend Bunsen, Niebuhr's successor 
in his official situation as Prussi)U1 minister at Rome, 
and his worthy successor no less in the profoundness 
of his antiquarian, and philological, and historical 
knowledge. From him I have received much im
portant aid-the continuation of the benefit which I 
derived from his conversation, when I had the hap
piness of studying the topography of Rome with 
him, and of visiting in his society some of the most 
memorable spots of ancient Latium. Without his 
encouragement and sympathy I should scarcely have 
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brought this volume to a completion; may he accept 

my warmest acknowledgments for this and for the 

many other proofs which I have received, during the 

last ten years, of his most valued friendship. 

F.., HfIID, AmhklUk, 

JatOJIIJ7'Y 15th, 1838. 
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